Triggering mechanism for neurally mediated syncope induced by head-up tilt test: role of catecholamines and response to propranolol.
We studied the triggering mechanism for neurally mediated syncope. Although increased transient sympathetic tone is thought to be necessary for the development of neurally mediated syncope, little is known about the triggering mechanism for neurally mediated syncope. Plasma epinephrine (EP) and norepinephrine (NE) levels were assessed in 20 syncope patients during tilt test (80 degrees, 15 min) with and without isoproterenol (ISP, 0.01, 0.02 microg/kg/min). If syncope occurred, propranolol (0.1 mg/kg) was injected. Eight patients experienced syncope during tilting alone, and 9 patients required ISP for syncope. In the negative response without ISP, NE showed a small statistical 1.7-fold increase at end of tilting and EP did not change during tilting. When syncope occurred during tilting alone, a significant 11.7-fold increase in EP at syncope was registered concomitant with a small 2.5-fold increase in NE. When patients experienced syncope during tilting with ISP, a significant 5.0-fold increase in EP at syncope was registered concomitant with a small 1.7-fold increase in NE. In patients without ISP, propranolol did not interrupt syncope. In patients with ISP, six of eight receiving propranolol responded to tilting negatively. An increase of NE levels may result in inhibition of syncope and an EP surge may be a triggering mechanism for neurally mediated syncope. Comparatively low levels of EP may be enough to induce syncope during tilting with ISP compared with tilting alone. Propranolol is not effective in patients without ISP, but it frequently inhibits syncope in patients with ISP. Propranolol (0.1 mg/kg) may be insufficient to block the actions of high levels of circulating EP.